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How to Set Up MetaMask Wallet 
Desktop 

Android 

IOS 
 

Desktop 

 

Step 1 

Installing MetaMask Wallet on your browser. The first step is to visit the MetaMask 

website and choose the browser on that you wish to install the wallet.  

Step 2 

After installing MetaMask, launch it and create a new wallet. Follow the on-screen 

instructions to set a password and obtain a 12-word recovery phrase*.  

 

*This recovery phrase is crucial as it allows you to regain access to your wallet in case you forget your 

password or need to reinstall MetaMask. 

 

Step 3 

Buying the Ethereum. You need to buy ETH first to buy $MANIA. Click “⬇️Buy”, 

choose “💳Debit or Credit”. In the appeared window enter the amount of USD for which 

you want to buy $ETH. Get your Quotes, just choose the most profitable one and follow 

the instructions. Easy Peasy! 

Step 4  

Connecting to the site. Let's go back to the ScapesMania site. Connect your wallet on 

the top right and click “sign”. 

 

Step 5 

Buying $MANIA🎉 You're in the home stretch! On the Buy-Token page, in the “You 

Pay” section click “MAX” or enter the amount for which you want to make the $MANIA 

purchase. Confirm it! 
 

Now you are the owner of the $MANIA token, congratulations!  

https://metamask.io/
https://metamask.io/
https://scapesmania.io/
https://scapesmania.io/buy-token
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Android 

Step 1 

Installing MetaMask Wallet on your mobile. Here is a link on the Google Play app.  

Step 2 

After installing MetaMask, launch it and create a new wallet. Follow the on-screen 

instructions to set a password and obtain a 12-word recovery phrase*.  

 

*This recovery phrase is crucial as it allows you to regain access to your wallet in case you forget your 

password or need to reinstall MetaMask. 

 

Step 3 

Buying the Ethereum. You need to buy ETH first to buy $MANIA. Click “Buy ETH”, 

choose “💳Debit or Credit”. In the appeared window enter the amount of USD for which 

you want to buy $ETH. Get your Quotes, just choose the most profitable one and follow 

the instructions. Easy Peasy! 

Step 4  

Connecting to the site. Click “Browser” on the lower right corner still in MetaMask app. 

Go to ScapesMania site, click “Buy Token” and connect your MetaMask wallet by 

signing the message.  

Step 5 

Buying $MANIA🎉 You're in the home stretch! On the Buy-Token page, in the “You 

Pay” section click “MAX” or enter the amount for which you want to make the $MANIA 

purchase. Confirm it! 

 
Now you are the owner of the $MANIA token, congratulations!  

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=io.metamask&hl=en&gl=US
https://scapesmania.io/
https://scapesmania.io/buy-token
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IOS 

Step 1 

Installing MetaMask Wallet on your mobile. Here is a link on the App Store.  

Step 2 

After installing MetaMask, launch it and create a new wallet. Follow the on-screen 

instructions to set a password and obtain a 12-word recovery phrase*.  

 

*This recovery phrase is crucial as it allows you to regain access to your wallet in case you forget your 

password or need to reinstall MetaMask. 

 

Step 3 

Buying the Ethereum. You need to buy ETH first to buy $MANIA. Click “💳Buy”, 

choose “💳Debit or Credit”. In the appeared window enter the amount of USD for which 

you want to buy $ETH. Get your Quotes, just choose the most profitable one and follow 

the instructions. Easy Peasy! 

Step 4  

Connecting to the site. Click “Browser” on the lower right corner still in MetaMask app. 

Go to ScapesMania site and connect your MetaMask wallet by signing the message.  

 

Step 5 

Buying $MANIA🎉 You're in the home stretch! Go to the Buy-Token page and in the 

“You Pay” section click “MAX” or enter the amount for which you want to make the 

$MANIA purchase. Confirm it! 

 
Now you are the owner of the $MANIA token, congratulations! 

 

https://apps.apple.com/ru/app/metamask-blockchain-wallet/id1438144202
https://scapesmania.io/
https://scapesmania.io/buy-token

